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Dear Ms. Peterman, 

DyoCoregenerally denies the allegations stated in the complaint of the California Energy 
Commission dated JUly 26. 2011 ,submittecLbyRob'ert P. Oglesby. PursuanUoCalifornia 
Code ofRegulations, Title 20. Section 1217, DyoCore respectfully requests consideration 
for an informal hearing to presentitsfacts and declarations in support of its denial. 

• 

The allegations in the complaint are misleading under the totality of the circumstances 
surrounding DyoCore'sapplication and require clarification. DyoCore respectfully submits 
itsresponse, Exhibits and Declarations in support Of the proposition that.DyoCore meUne 
requirements of the Emerging Renewables Program (ERP). 

1. Summary of Response 

It appears that.DyoCore made some errors in obtaining its certification,however those 
errors were committed out of inexperience and naivete in understanding the roles of the 
various parties involved in the certification process. It should betaken into consideration 
that DyoCore up until January 2011 was basically a business operated out of the garage 
of its founder Mr. Raine. Its SolAir product is the first arid only experience DyoCore has 
had with wind generation of electricity and its only attempt at manufacturing any product 
and placing it into commerce and its firstexperience with working with the California 
Energy Commission. 

In earty 2009 DyoCore learned of the CEC's ERP program and applied for inclusion. The 
CEe instructed DyoCore to submit its application to the state's third party listing agent 
KEMA. Working with and in close communication with KEMA, DyoCore provided KEMA 
with data obtained from two independenUesting sites, one in San Marcos California and a 
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second in Hampshire Illinois. DyoCore's product, SolAir, had been installed at these two 
locations for several months where electrical power output and wind condition data had 
been monitored and logged. Based on the data logs obtained from these two sites KEMA 
determined that the San Marcos California site did not meet the state listing criteria for 
minimum winds, however, KEMA concluded that the second site in Hampshire IL qualified. 

DyoCore summarized annual performance data from the Hampshire IL site from 
approximately January 2009 through February 2010 and provided this information to 
KEMA. At KEMA's request the annual electrical generation performance data was 
summarized in monthly production schedules alongside coordinated wind data for the 
corresponding months and provided to KEMA for evaluation. From evaluation of this data 
KEMA provided DyoCore a power curve represented on a table and chart. KEMA also 
recommended a power curve listing to DyoCore. DyoCore responded to the suggested 
listing by asking for a listing at a different point in the curve to better represent the wind 
conditions where DyoCore believed the turbine would actually be installed. The listing at 
1.6 kW at 18mph came off of the Power Curve calculations that KEMA reviewed from the 
wind and power data that DyoCore submitted. This was the first unintentional mistake 
made by DyoCore because as DyoCore has come to learn since it first submitted its data 
to KEMA, the data it submitted was not in the proper form from which to prepare a power 
curve. 

Over the past year DyoCore has corresponded with several professionals within the 
industry that have aided DyoCore in reassessing of its raw data. Consequently DyoCore 
has created a wind to production power curve for direct real time indicated winds. 
DyoCore has maintained an updated record of this power curve work on its website. We 
have a general idea of what a power curve is but are still not certain as to how it was 
intended to apply to the listing, something we were ignorant of when we initiated the 
process with the CEC and KEMA. Furthermore DyoCore has taken steps to correct its 
mistake by including ongoing development information on its public website. 

DyoCore's efforts to continue its education and better compliance with CEC regulations 
have been hampered from a current lack of understanding as to how the power curve is 
intended to apply as either Annual Average Wind Production or Real Time Wind 
Production, however DyoCore understands that its current data allows it to describe the 
performance of its SolAir product with sufficient accuracy as to not be materially 
misleading as to performance characteristics. In defense of DyoCore, as we were 
identifying our power curve, a third party whose product utilizes our motor was listed with 
the CEC (Exhibit 1 - TLG CEC Listing) at a similar rating to that of DyoCore but using 
higher wind speed. This shows that applying our real wind to power curve was accurate. 

The new power curve data does show a lower power output at the same wind speeds, 
however, this change would not change the rebate applied to our product. It appears that 
although a mistake was made in our interpretation of the raw data and how it should be 
presented, that mistake did not amount to one that resulted in a material misrepresentation 
or result in a significant change to the qualification for rebate under the program.

'. 
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The rebate program is currently in suspension and awaiting new guidelines. It has been 
indicated the new guidelines will require formal third party testing. DyoCore retained 
SWCCin June 2011 to assist DyoCore in meeting the expected new guidelines. As noted 
above, DyoCore is learning the processes necessary and diligently acting to ensure no 
further mistakes are made. 

The California Energy Commission's complaint of July 26,2011 alleges fraud against 
DyoCore. Fraud requires the intent to mislead others with false information. Being 
inexperienced and na'ive in the application process should not rise to the level of 
intentional misrepresentation with the purpose of causing harm. DyoCore, upon realizing 
it had made a mistake in the information it presented to KEMA attempted to remedy and 
mitigate any harm it caused by publishing more accurate data on its public web site. The 
complaint of the CEC seeks to use this attempt at transparency, as further evidence of 
fraud and deceit. Admittedly, in hindsight DyoCore could have done some things better, 
but an attempt at correcting a mistake is not evidence of fraud, it is evidence of good faith 
and transparency and should not be used to condemn DyoCore. DyoCore mistakenly 
believed that KEMA was hired by CEC to confirm the accuracy and completeness of the 
data submitted by the applicants. DyoCore does not believe that a review of anything in 
the record would lead a reasonable person to believe that KEMA was hired only to ensure 
that the requested information was submitted but not to analyze or confirm that 
information. Working closely with KEMA as DyoCore did in establishing the initial power 
curve certainly did not remove this understanding from DyoCore. DyoCore, in its 
inexperience, relied upon KEMA arid its representatives to review and assess the data 
DyoCore provided and make the appropriate listing. 

Regardless of such listing by simply applying the correct real wind or annual wind would 
have resulted in the same rebate to be applied towards our product. 

Our request for consideration and resolution: 

DyoCore's SolAir has grown to be a significant Hybrid Wind/Solar energy tool within the 
emerging market. There are now hundreds of SolAir's installed throughout CA and over a 
thousand worldwide. New installations are estimated at a little over 4000 units within the 
next year. SolAir represents a significant change in who can afford and take advantage of 
small wind power generation. Removal of SolAir from the qualified list of products 
damages dozens of business who with high integrity and honorable actions submitted 
qualified ERP reservations representing thousands of CA residents. Based on the 
numbers presented in the complaint, SolAir appears to be the most successful and 
affordable small wind solution ever developed which advances the stated purpose of the 
program to the push for the continued development of new wind technologies that apply to 
everyone, not just the few in remote areas or those with significant financial resources. 

DyoCore requests to be considered for re-rating under the new ERP guidelines as outlined 
in the July 2011 DRAFT and apply that rating to all currently outstanding held R1 
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reservations. DyoCore proposes it would be unwise and unfair make any changes 
retroactive for currently held/issued R2s as all parties involved acted honorably and in 
good faith based on valid data. Changing or withholding those R2 already approved would 
only damage dozens of business and hundreds of CA residents have applied and qualified 
under the existing terms and the intention of the program. In this respect any deficiency 
applicable to the SolAir 800 could and is corrected by a change from Annual Average 
Wind to Real Wind but the end result in applying this change is the same listing incentive 
placement simply at a higher wind speed similar to 99% of other turbines listed as 
approved equipment that are rated at 30mph or higher. 

DyoCore in June of 2011 submitted application to the SWCCand expects testing to 
commence soon resulting in a formal rating certification that meets the new ERP 
standards and provides the CEC with a direct resolution to the complaint. This will also 
make DyoCore the first turbine manufacturer to qualify under the new CEC program 
guidelines to meet these objectives. 

It is my strong belief that DyoCore meets the requirements of the CEC listing and the 
intended purpose ERP to encourage the development of affordable alternative renewable 
sources for everyone. Thank you for your consideration of our request for an informal 
hearing and resolution. 

o Id me,
 
CTa DyoCore, Inc.
 
3125 Tiger Run Court, #104
 
Carlsbad, CA 92010
 

www.dyocore.com 
dave@dyocore.com 
Phone and Fax: 866-404-2428 
Direct: (760) 580-4271 
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Topic Areas of Discussion in Response to the Proposed Complaint: 

In response to Complaint point III A (Purpose of the ERP): 

The complaint states that the purpose of the ERP is to stimulate increased sales of small wind systems that 
have a generating capacity of up to 50 Kilowats ... thereby, encourage manufactures, sellers and installers to 
expand their operations, improve distribution, and reduce system costs associated with these renewable 
technolog ies. 

DyoCore's SolAir is exactly why the ERP was created. DyoCore did not develop the ERP and had no part in 
its designation, rebate structure, amount of rebate or in its management. DyoCore's SolAir developed and 
being sold at its price point within the market before DyoCore submitted its application to be included into the 
ERP at the same price point upon inclusion. DyoCore's SolAir is the first product of its kind. It is among the 
lowest cost turbines on the market; it applies to the broadest range of potential users; and meets all required 
certifications for use in most CA urban communities. In fact it is in most communities the very first and only 
residential roof mounted turbine allowed. 

DyoCore has worked diligently in development of SolAir, education within the market and the drive behind 
the acceptance of new policies and regulations that will benefit the entire industry for years to come. 
DyoCore did this at its own expense, with no grants and no government funding. Because of these 
accomplishments the ERP now has a venue that applies to the majority of homeowners opposed to the 1% it 
previously applied to. This is not a burden on the ERP it contributes to the success of the ERP. Removing 
DyoCore from the listing based on allegations arising from the misunderstood circumstances surrounding 
DyoCore's application SUbstantially damages the program and interferes with its intended purpose while 
discouraging the development of new technology and lower cost energy alternatives. 

DyoCore's product price point was established before application to the program and before knowledge of 
the rebate allotted to its product. The end result was that the rebate allotted upwards of 100% towards the 
full purchase and install of the SolAir system. This was known by the CEC and encouraged by the CEC 
program management staff. It was never indicated that this was a concern or that DyoCore's price point was 
a violation of the programs intention. The ERP states directly that it was designated to encourage lower cost 
products. DyoCore meets that expectation. 

In response to Complaint point III B (Requirements and Process for Listing Small Wind Systems as 
Eligible for Use in the ERP) 

Pursuant to Appendix 3, Section (A)(2) of the ERP Guidebook DyoCore provided KEMA with summary 
monthly data of collected Average Wind conditions with Energy produced for one consecutive year. (Exhibit 
2 - Hampshire IL summary data) 

In early 2010 DyoCore submitted an application and the materials requested to KEMA. DyoCore collected 
data from two reporting sites, one in Hampshire IL, the other in San Marcos CA. It was determined by KEMA 
that the raw data from the site in Hampshire IL would be acceptable due to higher average annual wind 
conditions. The review and listing of DyoCore's SolAir was done by KEMA, a third party with no affiliation to 
DyoCore. When the listing was granted DyoCore understood that the rating was based on Annual Average 
Wind and not based on a specific wind speed. These two are completely different sets of data. At an annual 
average wind speed of 18mph, which could and did represent times in which winds were substantially 
greater at both locations, the expected production was 1.8kW. In real-time winds of 18mph the production is 
approximately 212 watts, this is about 66% of the BETZ maximum 59%. This information was provided and 
available to KEMA upon application. It was our understanding that the rating was Annual Wind Speed 
Production and presented, evaluated and determined by KEMA. 

A comparison of the two side by side is attached herein. (EXhibit 3 - Annual Wind vs Real Wind with Betz 
comparison) 
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When the listing rating was given to DyoCore KEMA contacted us and asked if we wanted to modify our 
rating from 12mph to a higher rated amount because we had the lowest rating wind speed on the approved 
list. Most other products were rated at winds well above 30mph. We had felt we were being conservative at 
only 18mph (Exhibit 4 - Correspondence with KEMA pertaining rating) as we felt most Urban areas where 
our product primarily applied would never experience conditions greater than this. This is a direct indication 
of our integrity and intention upon acceptance of a listing. 

Recently the CEC accepted the listing of another company's product that utilizes the DyoCore PMG. (Exhibit 
1 - TLG CEC listing) This product received a rating of 1.6 at approximately 32mph. Regardless of the "wind 
speed" rating, it has the same effect and outcome of rebate. The only variance is the wind speed at which 
the rating was applied. However, both our product and this company's product receive the same rebate 
amount. This is not miss-intention on either party's part, it is simply a lack of formal standards for the 
purpose of qualification and rating combined with our lack of knowledge within the industry. 

The rated wind speed has no correlation towards the rebate amount. Both turbines in the following example 
use the exact same PMG (Motor) : 

DyoCore rated at 18mph at 1.6kW - Rebate amount $3 per Watt or $4800
 
TLG rated at 30mph at 1.8kW - Rebate amount $3 per Watt or $5400
 

At the time of listing DyoCore's product SolAir within the ERP program the process was both new to us, to 
KEMA and to the CEC as only a handful of other products were ever listed with little or no standard in place. 
Products listed on the approved ERP list demonstrate a wide assortment of wind speeds and corresponding 
rated performance. There was and still is no fixed standard in place. With approximately 180 products listed 
(www.consumerenergycenter.org / ~ / ELIGIBLE SMALLWIND) at wind speeds from 42mph1 to 16mph2 and 
power outputs range from 100watts3 to 1000,000watts4 it is very confusing as to how power curves apply 
and how they correlate to a unified rating system. 

1 
Home Energy International B.V. Energy Ball V200 2.S00W Wind 

Turbine 
2,500 42 

2 Hummer Wind Power, LLC/EES 
Greentech H2.?-SOOW SOOW Wlna Turbine sao 15 

3 letpro Technology Inc. lPT-100 100W H.~WT Turbine 100 25.9 

4 Shanghai Ghrepower FD2o-100/12 10DkW Wind Turbine 100,000 25 

Table 1. hltp.llwww.consumerenergycenter.ora/cgl-bm/ehglblesmallwmd.cgl 

DyoCore submitted its application under the expectations that KEMA was the rating authority and tasked by 
the CEC to qualify all applications to the program. KEMA at the time of evaluating SolAir was under 
considerable pressure from workflow (Exhibit 10 - KEMA email pertaining workload) which might have 
contributed to an error in the evaluation of DyoCore's submitted application. DyoCore had never submitted 
its product to a power curve and had no formal knOWledge base or education that would qualify DyoCore or 
its representatives to formulate a power curve. 

It is our intention to continue to move towards meeting requirements for certification as determined by 
outcome of the new ERP guidelines for qualification. DyoCore has worked with MET and TUV to meet 
safety and quality standards and continues daily to collect and evaluate site data to better represent 
performance expectations based on specific install circumstances. DyoCore's website provides quite a bit of 
continued development material that is made public for the purpose of evaluation of its product and the 
intended use. http://www.dyocore.com/sphpblog 0511/index.php. Almost 50,000 unique visitors have 
viewed and participated in our continued development towards smart low cost urban alternative energy 
solutions. 

DyoCore provides the highest level of product warranty - a 100% no questions asked policy on the removal 
or replacement of a non working system in addition to being the only company with highly trained 
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professional distributors and installers that in contract support the product 100% after installation through the 
entire warranty term. 

In response to Complaint point 11/ C (Requirements for Securing a Reservation under the ERP) 

DyoCore completes all R1 applications to the rules and to the best of its ability to estimate wind conditions 
based on site evaluations. DyoCore cannot answer directly for its distributors but works diligently and in 
good faith to educate all its distributors and clients about proper site evaluations and placement of SolAir 
units in qualified locations. However, the wind is a difficult aspect to estimate with recent changes in the 
environment and further completed by the Urban landscape where most SolAir units are installed. This is a 
new market and in most areas the first application of its kind. There are hundreds of Urban area installations 
throughout CA, some in great locations and some in poor locations. All of which are fairly recent and/or just 
being completed. DyoCore will continue to collect data and use that knowledge to make better decisions on 
installation sites but also estimates on production. There unfortunately no history to base these assumptions 
on. 

There were companies that mislead potential clients indicating that they were an authorized Distributor, 
however they were not and sent formal notices (Exhibit 5 - Notice to Gridnot) to cease all representation of 
the DyoCore product and notice was given to the CEC (Exhibit 6 - Correspondence from Rick Berry to CEC) 
that they were not an authorized distributor. We recommended to the CEC that they deny any applications 
that this company falsely sent in as an authorized representative of our product. This is the only instance 
known to us of potentially false applications and this was not done on the part or by a representative of 
DyoCore. 

In response to Complaint point V A (Statement of Facts Upon Which the Complaint is Based 
(1231 (b)(3))) 

DyoCore supplied information on its website to potential clients throughout California that might apply to the 
use of its product SolAir and is the same information as referenced and available from the CEC directly on 
the approved ERP listing posted on the Consumer Energy Center website: 
http://www.consumerenergycenter.Org/cai-binJeligiblesmaliwind.cgi. All information is factual as it applies to the rebate 
and SolAir, in some applications the purchase of a complete SolAir system as it applies to the guidelines of 
the ERP could result in 100% of the total cost of the system covered by an approved rebate. Though this is 
contention of the current purpose towards redraft of the ERP, it was not a contention when DyoCore applied 
to the program and was further supported by representatives of the CEC (Exhibit 7 - Email from CEC 
pertaining changing equipment to max out the rebate allotted) 

DyoCore does not sell SolAir direct outside of San Diego CA and provided on its website, www.dyocore.com. 
a link to qualified DyoCore distributors. 

In response to Complaint point V B (The listing of the DyoCore Turbine) 

During DyoCore's application for CEC ERP inclusion when presented with a power curve by KEMA DyoCore 
representatives requested that KEMA evaluate if it would be more appropriate for SolAir to be listed at a 
higher wind speed since all other turbines on the CEC site were listed at substantially higher wind speeds. 
KEMA agreed and reposted the listing from 12mph to 18mph. During a phone call with KEMA I personally 
asked KEMA advice on how to list our product and tried to apply it to a listing that was agreed by KEMA to 
be better suited for wind conditions that might be found at the roof line of a home. 

In response to Complaint point V C (Temporary Suspension of the ERP) 

DyoCore is not in contention with the redraft of the ERP guidebook and supports the CEC in its objectives of 
applying a fair incentive program that represents the majority of products opposed to a single product. 
(Exhibit 8 - DyoCore's Response to the CEC ERP suspension). DyoCore and its distributors acted 
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honorable and within the program guidelines as outlined and management by the CEC. It is understandable 
that as new technologies emerge, new manufacturing processes reduce costs and as the industry matures 
there will be a constant need to modify the program to fit the needs of all participants. We are all hopeful 
towards the reinstatement and continuance of the ERP in accordance with the CEC's objectives. 

DyoCore feels statements towards actual reservations are miss-stated: 

1.	 33 systems using DyoCore turbines have been installed - We only have warranty data for about 12 
completed systems. DyoCore directly from these paid reservations has received approximately 
$40,000 towards the purchase of SolAir product. 

2.	 249 approved applications pending - Some of these applications could have been submitted by non
approved and invalid representatives of DyoCore's SoiAir. DyoCore has communicated with the 
CEC on the possible denial of these applications. 

3.	 1069 applications - it is believed a large portion of these applications were submitted by one 
company who is not an authorized DyoCore distributor and w~ereas most if not all of their 
applications are unqualified and should be denied. 

We hope you will take into consideration that DyoCore has not benefited from the ERP program to date. 
Product is sold near or slightly below costs in some circumstances whereas direct field support is needed. 
DyoCore distributors can verify that DyoCore has provided exceptional field support for its product beyond 
the standard industry expectations as the sole cost of DyoCore. 

In response to Complaint point V 0 (The KEMA Report) 

DyoCore has never been notified or contacted by any member of KEMA as to a concern about the power 
curve data. 

Data being evaluated in the statements made by Greentech Media on March 15, 2001, as outlined in the 
Complaint, were unqualified and referenced Annual Average Wind data opposed to data that qualified under 
the Betz law that was readily available and clearly posted on the DyoCore website. (Exhibit 9 - Power curve 
data from DyoCore website). 

DyoCore never made statements pertaining TUV power curve testing and has formally asked Greentech to 
correct its statements. TUV has done field safety and quality evaluations on several SolAir turbines to meet 
the high standards of local community permitting agencies. 

DyoCore in good faith summited data to KEMA as the CEC assigned authority and professional independent 
agent in determining the qualification of the applicant towards a rating with the CEC and the ERP. No one at 
DyoCore was qualified or indicated qualification to make such assertions towards an applicable rating as it 
was applied to the program nor did anyone at DyoCore know the methodology in how that rating would be 
qualified. . 

In response to Complaint point VIA (DyoCore's Actions Contravene the Purpose of the ERP) 

"The current purpose of the ERP is to incentivize increased sales of small wind systems and fuels 
cells for on-side generation in California" 

DyoCore has become as an applicant of the ERP program the highest demand turbine on the market. 

"and thereby encourage manufacturers," 

DyoCore has opened a new factory in IL and grown by 400% since application into the ERP program and at 
one point DyoCore employed approximately 30 prior to the suspension of the program. 
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"sellers, and installers to expand their operations," 

DyoCore's SolAir was represented by over 20 new CA distribution companies, representing upwards of 
approximately 200 jobs in CA all based on the distribution of the SolAir product. 

"improve distribution," 

DyoCore's professional Distributors represented the industry with the highest integrity, thorough product 
knowledge and training, and highest level of customer education and service. 

"and reduce system costs for the end-use consumer." 

DyoCore's SolAir was amongst the lowest cost turbines available with the highest level of customer service 
and support making it applicable to the largest user base in CA. 

Based on these facts as outlined in the ERP and broken down above DyoCore is the most successful 
application ever applied to the ERP program. 

In response to Complaint point VI B (DyoCore Violated Appendix 3, Section (A)(2) of the ERP 
Guidebook by SUbmitting Operational Data That Does Not Support the Asserted Performance Claims 
of the DyoCore Turbine) 

DyoCore in good faith submitted summary performance data as evaluated from its Hampshire IL installation. 
How this data was evaluated and applied by KEMA to the ERP is unknown to DyoCore. DyoCore and its 
representatives made no assertions that they were qualified in the evaluation of the data or how it applied to 
a listing with the CEC ERP. 

In response to Complaint point VII (Requested Action (1231(b)(5)) 

DyoCore, its representatives and myself personally request that the facts included herein are taken into
 
consideration towards a fair resolution that applies to all participants that each acted in good faith and to the
 
best intent of the intended program.
 

The allegation of Fraud on the part of DyoCore has already caused significant and potentially un-survivable
 
damage to the future of DyoCore. DyoCore is a small family owned US company and acted within the
 
highest integrity of the system, constantly striving to grow through education and continued development
 
towards solutions that apply to everyone that has a roof top to place a turbine on at a low cost and the
 
highest obtainable efficiency. I personally request that if a formal complaint is filled and any formal
 
notifications to participants in the ERP are contacted consideration be taken that the alleged intention of
 
fraud be strongly reviewed prior to use of this very damaging allegation whereas no merit to its claim is valid
 
or has been factually presented in the Complaint.
 

Declaration of Penalty under Pe~ury. I the undersigned, declare to the best of my knowledge and under
 
penalty of perjury, to the truth and accuracy of all factual allegations contained in this complaint.
 

David Raine
 
CTO a Founder Dy re Inc.
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Exhibit 1: TLG CEC Listing 
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Exhibit 2: Hampshire IL Summary Data 
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Table 2. Preliminary Duration Results for the Hampshire IL SolAir Install 
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Hours of Power Production for Hampshire IL:
 
Table 2. shows the duration results for the SolAir installed in Hamshire IL. This unit has accumulated 9,744
 
hours of total run time with an operational time traction of 99%.
 

The low operational time fraction that occurred in September 2009 was a result of changing out the turbine's
 
bearing from bronze to sealed casted bearings. The majority of the remaining time classified as TN during
 
the test is attributed to the wire being twisted up at the base of the unit requiring manual untwisting. This has
 
been solved for current production models with a free swivel joint connection that allows the wires to turn
 
freely 360°, Wind metering equipment that extended data being recorded from simply wind speeds to include
 
gusts was added in November 2009, this was accompanied by an inspection of the voltage metering
 
equipment and resulted in downtime due to adverse weather conditions that prevented reconnection of the
 
unit until the following day.
 

Another factor of reliable operation is that the turbine should experience no significant power degradation.
 
Each month the average power is plotted for each wind-speed bin and analyzed for any obvious trends in
 
power production. Examination of power degradation plots indicated no apparent power degradation for
 
either installed location. The dynamic behavior of the turbine is assessed by observing the turbine in a range
 
of operating conditions. The turbine is observed at wind-speed intervals from cut-in wind speed to a
 
maximum experienced wind speed of 53 mph at the Hampshire ,install site. Tower vibrations, noise, yaw
 
behavior, and tail movement all were periodically documented for evaluations and consideration in reporting
 
the above data.
 

For the San Marcos install site the following dynamic observations were made. During high winds, the frame
 
will yaw out of the wind between approximately 5 degrees and 30 'degrees which was identified as a result of
 
wind blade wash hitting the integrated frame fin assembly. This constant yaw at higher wind speeds allowed
 
the unit to both maintain a lower overall consistent RPM but also prevented the motor from excessive
 
heating. Additionally. it appears that no excessive vibrations are occurring during these conditions. In winds
 
of between 3mph and 15mph both turbines tracked the wind well with no adverse dynamic behavior
 
observations made. No audible noise was detected from either turbine during any of the testing
 
observations.
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Power Performance Testing 

Power performance testing is conducted per IEC standard 61400-12-1, Power Performance Measurements 
of Electricity Producing Wind Turbines, referencing Annex H for small wind turbines when appropriate. 
Products of the test include a measured power curve, a power coefficient (CP) curve, and an estimation of 
annual energy production (AEP). For small turbines, statistical data is collected in 1-minute sets and sorted 
into 0.5-m/s-wide wind speed bins. Data collection is complete when the wind speed bins between 1 m/s and 
14 m/s contain 10 minutes of data each, and the total database consists of at least 60 relevant hours. Wind 
speed bins are plotted against the corresponding bin power to produce a power curve. Power curves are 
normalized to sea-level air density; the site-specific air density at the either observed location is relatively 
low, 1.0 kg/m3. The power coefficient is the ratio of power generated by the turbine to the power available in 
the wind. The power curve for the both turbines show power measurements that are greater than rated 
power. Preliminary power and CP curves for the San Marcos Install as displayed in Figure 3; 80th turbines 
performed as expected. 

The original testing voltage equipment on the San Marcos Install was optimized for power performance and 
was found un-reliable after several months of operation. After the failure, a production model testing solution, 
Hobo Equipment, was installed and operated until testing was completed with a backup data recorder on the 
inverter. The preliminary power and CP curves for both configurations are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Preliminary power and CP data for San Marcos CA Install 
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Figure 4. Annual Energy Production (AEP) at sea-level density; 1.225 kg/m3 for normal power production 
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Exhibit 3: Annual Wind vs Real Wind with Betz comparison 
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Table showing SolAir expected power vs 
BETZ limit at constant wind speeds. SolAir 
is approximately 66% of the BETZ limit at a 
Cp of 45%. 
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Exhibit 4: Correspondence with KEMA pertaining rating 
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From: BaurnsIari<, Pete [maillD:Pete.EIalllTlSlil11<@usmna.comj 
sent: T\Jesday, F<!lruary 16, 20103:45 PM 
To: David RaIne 
5ulJjed: RE: lee clata 

lOOkS fille thi,nks 

Pda BO!!tHMa.oi, FE 
E~f\~!:~'\£aJ 

,~\~ rO~ 09 tJ..i44U IQfJ!-e.?,1 
·~!311";H.t4ol""i 
Qfttl.bagmsjll~ 

IWlIA 
155 Grand A~eo. SUIUl500 
oaldand, CA 9£ll12 

---~-_ .•_-,._,-----_.,_..- ------_._-,--'"-._,----_.~---,-_.

From: Davlll Raine [mai1tD:~"""l 
sent: Tuesday, Felirulvy 16, 2010 );21 PM 
To: E1aumstarlt. _ 

5ubject; RE: ie<: data 

Pleaie let me ~nDW If this is atceptablf!: 

"; , • f • • > - ,.1, ~,> 

,~lanufacturer Name ~ "Notes r , ", I ; , 

, " • '.t .' '<, :;: 
, c 

~ . '-

DyoCore . - '1- 'S80015d;-lS~lAir wOW'h;br'd wond/solar generator I 800 . II Produces ",;;;d power at 12 m~h."l 
. ,••

~ l-_....~---L . .__l __.__.__ ~ 

The BOO WoutpUT ~ based on a 75% load - J\'I!ra.gl! laad whl!n margInE: batterIes. or rutlnlf\B a rr;.otororother objea in real time plugged dirl!etty into an invener. The output wlthout lead at 12mp.h 

ii approximately 1.5 !tW. Most companies rate th4?lr products anubslanllally hJgher wlM speeds. We wGUId like to present it muc'h more reailstic rilting for the avuage user of our·unlts. If vou 
have eAperfence in this area it wtKIld be helpful in a direction toWards torre'Ct.ty labeling our product. 

Here are the primary two output tests: 
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Belt wishes, David Raine 

dave«~dyocore.com 

mobil!': 760-807·2135 

De'k: 85&·404·2428 

fJ\{@C(j'fG-' 
• smlll'l Golt/cion:;: 

'," ."';..: 

663 So, Rancho $.anto F. Rd. ~610 

$.an MalUl', CA 92078 

Fmm: Baumsli!Jt, ~ (maiIlD:-'~.roml 

sent: Tuesday, February 16, 20108:46 AM 
To: Davia Raine 
Cc:~",", 

5ullJett: RE: lee data 

so your BV8rage wind $peed during the te!iled period 15 onI). 8.8 mph? 

P~#~~,Pf 

EJrfo!i1),E."Igk~ 

~ll!tC)6.!It.(l£4! teffi~ 

., iSlt\ GSl.<)U(s jln) 
-'baymsbttOtnia.ccm 
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IIaIlA 
ll.lGrzn:!AftIl""5Ult&lO!I 
0*IMd, CA 94111 

-~---~------------_._--------------
FnIm: DaYI:l Raine [maiftD:~"'"'1 
sent: Mondoy, Fe!lNary 15. ZOIO 9:38 PM 
To:BalUTlSlar1<,_ 
cer1Ck~ 
5uI>ject: RE: lee CIa.. 

Thank you for your assistance. The units for win.d cur MPH. 1can conve" to m/s ,f preferred. 

Here Is the performance charts. We are a bit conservative: but we wanted to app~ to very realistic re.sident~1 condi1.iom: 
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Ben wishes. David Raine 

dave@dyocore·C9m 

mobile: 760·807·213, 
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FIUI1: E!aumsllr!r. PetI! [moito:PelE.!laumslIr1<@us.kfma.CDm] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 12:05 PM 
To: ridtC!ld-.CDm 
Cc ~CDm;Hasllnik, Daria 
5IlIljllcl: RE: let data 

Tn9.nks.. Please olI00 send 8 performarlOe curve and .Jso ten me wttBl me units for wtnd speed IIJ't' (mI~ or mj:tl). 

P~~xl.;:E 

E.~Er;tt.ll2f'.J 

+'ISjC, S91~<.Ill \ofIloel 
~'(S!"i~~(f1,,1 
om.blU~l.IIT\l.c:qm 

I\flIIA 
'55 Gn:nd benua, SlJItD 500 
OIk-,CA 1l'&12 

------------------_.,-----------
F"",,' ~ [malllll:rtd<C<II'ocllreCDm] 
Sent: Monday, I1!IlNary 15, 201011:50 A/1 
Ta:BaUlll5larl<,PelE 

Cc~CDm 

Subjed: Fwd: iec clam 

Pete Here are tne data ngures from our tests. The company is Oyocore6 tne pn:,dua Is I SoIAlr 800 turbtne, Oa-vtd Ralntt is the CEO of Oyocort!: and he can answer Iny Questions you may 
havfJ at 760-807-2135. When JSpOke with 'fOU reQardlng the nwlew you told me yOU ~uld return the result5 ti'le s,me Gav- t Ctlukt felly appntdate your notifying the state ImmediatelY It 
the data Is suffldent so we CAn get fisted by Hard"! 1. 2010. Our trade ShOW sales In CalifOrnia are extremely Sl.Icct5Sfu1 and we'd Hl<e to Install tnto around 45 homes in Hardl. Pete. manks 
tot any ana all aSSl$Ulnc;e. 1 remain Rick Berry 858-598-5254 

--Original Message-
From: David Raine [mailto:dave@dyoccre.com! 
sent: Monday. February 15. 2010 12:20 AM 
To; Iick@dYOClJI1!.com 

Subject lee data 
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Just need to now do the data notes and summal'\" content I should have it done by Wednesday but this might be enough to file with the State right away. 

Best wishes, Oavkt Raine 

dave@dyocore.com 

mobIle: 760-807-2135 

iles~: 866·404·2428 

663 So. Rancho santa Fe Rd. "610 

san Marcos, CA 92078 
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Exhibit 5: Notice to Gridnot 

Formal notice was given by email and verbally to Gridnot the cease all representation of DyoCore and it's 
SolAir product line and remove all reference of such from its website in early 2011. The same notice was 
communicated to the CEC by Rick Berry. 

Gridnot is not an authorized DyoCore Distributor and product obtained and installed by Gridnot will not be 
eligible for DyoCore warranty. 

All applications filed by Gridnot that represent SolAir installations are invalid and do not meet the ERP 
guidelines for acceptance due to invalid warranty. 
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Exhibit 6: Correspondence from Rick Berry to CEC 



TO: David Raine 
CEO Dyocore Inc. 

FROM: Richard Berry 
Compliance Department 
Dyocore Inc. 

David: In April 20111 sent an email to James Lee at the State of California Renewable Energy 
Department regarding a number of R-2's Dyocore had received over the previous six months and would 
not be using. 

Dyocore applied for these with R-l's signed by clients wishing to purchase a small wind system but for 
one reason or another were unable or unwilling to wait the time it took Dyocore to open the permitting 
processes in San Diego County to small wind turbines. This effort took one and a half years and cost 
Dyocore upwards of $100,000.00. 

Regardless of the reason for refund, Dyocore honored each and every clients request for rebate and 
refunded their entire deposit while suffering financial loss on each for handling, permit activities (plot 
plans, one line drawings, meetings with Local Area Planning Groups, etc.). 

Mr. Lee received five of these R-2's and cancelled four of them. One R-2 client subsequently asked to 
have her system installed and paid the full price for the 5 unit roof mounted small wind turbine system. 

I am including this signed memo as I feel it further shows our efforts to be a good corporate neighbor 
and abide by the rules of the Rebate Program. 

SIGNED: DATED: 



TO: David Raine 
CEO Dyocore Inc. 

FROM: Richard Berry 
Compliance Department 
Dyocore Inc. 

David: On February 4,20111 received an email from Sarah Taheri, State of California Renewable Energy 
Department (see attached) asking me (in effect) why we were not taking advantage of the full power of 
our turbine by using larger inverters. 

I responded by saying we had been testing a new line of inverters (Aurora, Power One; 3.0, 4.2, and 6.0) 
as an alternative to the Ginlong Inverter line. Sarah's email was taken to heart and we have upgraded 
four or five of our planned installs by replacing the old inverter's with the new Power One equivalent. 

This email is important because I believe it shows that Dyocore has attempted to stay within the official 
gUidelines of program and has maintained credible practices that are well with the bounds of the spirit 
of the program. 

SIGNED: DATED: 



Fwd: More info needed Page I of I 

From: rlck@dyocore.com <rick@dyocore.com> 

To: dave@dyocore.com, rick@dyocore.com 

Cc: 

Date: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 02:40 pm 

Subject: Fwd: More info needed 

Dave, the attached email from the state should show that we were not bilking the rebate 
system, in fact under-requesting rebate amounts. This gal is under James Lee. Rick 
-----Original Message----
From: Sarah Taheri [mallto:STaheri@energy.state.ca.us] 
Sent: Friday, February 4,2011 05:50 PM 
To: rick@dyocore.com 
Subject: More info needed 

Hi Rick, Realized there were a few applications that I didn't catch earlier. A few notes and requests: 
McChesney - utility bill is for address 825 Cape Breton; we need bill for 3030 Overhill. This will 
receive a rebate of$4808 (equivalent to total system cost), as rated output is limited to 2000 warts 
due to inverter (rather than 3200 watt capacity of turbines). Almodovar - need more recent utility 
bill. This will receive a rebate of $4904 (equivalent to total system cost), as rated output is limited to 
2000 watts due to inverter (rather than 3200 watt capacity of turbines). The total output of these 
systems could be increased by installing a larger inverter; granted, this would also increase the total 
cost and potentially increase the rebate. This may be something you could discuss with the clients if 
you like. Ifyou choose to change the installations, let me know, as we'll need new paperwork. 
Thanks, Sarah Sarah Taheri California Energy Commission Efficiency & 
Renewables Division Renewable Energy Office Tel: (916) 654-3929 Email: 
staheri@energy.state.ca.us 

Attachments: 

httn·//tn!=lil rlvnr.nTp: rnm/p:nop:np.<::1r/f'.oi-hin/vip.wml'lil.p.xp.?ici=Ol fl'l?7f7??l'l229297n4.'5ah717c... 8/2/2011 

mailto:staheri@energy.state.ca.us
mailto:mallto:STaheri@energy.state.ca.us


TO: David Raine 
CEO Dyocore Inc. 

FROM: Richard Berry 
Compliance Dept. 
Dyocore Inc. 

David: On February 12, 20111 spoke by telephone with Mr. James Lee at the State of California Energy 
Commission to inform him that Dyocore was concerned about one oftheir "distributors". This company 
is called Gridnot, they had signed a distributorship agreement with Dyocore but had purchased no units 
for installation although they were writing contracts for huge numbers of systems. 

The manager for the distributor network at Dyocore sent a cancellation letter to Gridnot on February 11, 
2011 informing them of our concern with their method of selling units and failure to live up to their 
agreement to purchase units from Dyocore as specified in the agreement. 

Mr. Lee informed me he had a large stack of Gridnot R-1's on his desk that were not properly filled out 
and he also had a concern. I informed him that we had information that Gridnot was holding meetings 
(akin to Tupper Ware Parties) with 10 to 15 people at a time and guaranteeing them completE! wind 
turbine systems if they would put one Dollar ($1.00) down and sign the sales contract and R-1, at no cost 
to them. 

There was no regard or question of wind speeds or even if wind existed in or around the client location. 
I further informed James that we had cancelled their distributorship agreement and would not renew 
the agreement. 

I am writing this memo and signing it based upon the State's allegation that Gridnot was one of our 
distributors and has listed it on their complaint to the energy commission. Mr. James Lee can confirm 
these statements. 

In fact Dyocore has filed just 35 R-1's for rebate reservations with the State of California Renewable 
Energy Program to date and only three of it's clients have received rebate checks. 

SIGNED: DATED: 
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Exhibit 7: Email from CEC pertaining changing equipment to max out the rebate allotted 
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-----Original Message---

From: Sarah Taheri [mailto:STaheri@energy.state.ca.us] 

Sent: Friday, February 4, 2011 05:50 PM 

To: rick@dyocore.com 

Subject: More info needed 

Hi Rick, Realized there were a few applications that I didn't catch earlier. A few notes and requests: 

McChesney - utility bill is for address 825 Cape Breton; we need bill for 3030 Overhill. This will receive a 

rebate of $4808 (equivalent to total system cost), as rated output is limited to 2000 watts due to inverter 

(rather than 3200 watt capacity of turbines). Almodovar - need more recent utility bill. This will receive a 

rebate of $4904 (equivalent to total system cost), as rated output is limited to 2000 watts due to inverter 

(rather than 3200 watt capacity of turbines). The total output of these systems could be increased by 

installing a larger inverter; granted, this would also increase the total cost and potentially increase the 

rebate. This may be something you could discuss with the clients if you like. If you choose to change the 

installations, let me know, as we'll need new paperwork. Thanks, Sarah Sarah Taheri 

California Energy Commission Efficiency & Renewables Division Renewable Energy Office Tel: (916) 654

3929 Email: staheri.@energy.state.ca.us 

mailto:mailto:STaheri@energy.state.ca.us
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Exhibit 8: DyoCore's Response to the CEC ERP suspension 
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www.dyocore.com 

California Energy Commission April 18, 2011 
1516 Ninth Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 

california Energy Commission, 

Thank you for this opportunity to present and thank you to the committee for your diligent efforts in reinstatement of 
the ERP. 

California created the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS). Under the RPS, the Renewable Energy Program's focus is 
twofold as published; 

•	 To increase, in the near term, the quantity of California's electricity generated by renewable energy 
resources, while protecting system reliability, fostering resource diversity, and obtaining the greatest 
environmental benefits for California residents. 

•	 To identify and support emerging renewable energy technologies with the greatest near-term 
commercial promise that merit targeted assistance. 

In 1996 ERP was established as an initiative to promote "wind" but later was re-invested in to promote 
energy conservation. Then after very few qualified recipients the program evolved into an incentive to 
promote new technology. This is the current modern direction of the plan. With the recent economy 
downfall and more direct financial crisis in CA, I think that, now today, the program is also in place to 
promote jobs and economy within CA. 

•	 Companies like DyoCore are the intended target of the program. 

•	 DyoCore's SolAir is New innovative Technology 

•	 SolAir applies to the largest majority of CA residents who directly funded the program 

•	 DyoCore both as a CA company and through its organization of professional distributors represents 
100's of jobs and millions into our economy. 

•	 DyoCore is the forefront company for the momentum created within local communities towards 
the acceptance and installation of Wind power technology throughout CA and the US. 

•	 SolAir combines wind and solar, this is again the most innovative development of technology 
towards the ERP's intended objectives. 

California Wind Commission Workshop	 Docket Number: 02-REN-1038 
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Summary concerns with the current ERP: 

On March 4th the CEC sent notice that it suspended the renewables rebate program so it may address 
deficiencies with the program requirements. 

The goal of the ERP is to increase the installation of small wind systems and fuel cells 

Though the suspension notice indicated "deficiencies with the program requirements", this does not fit 
well into the intention of the program as outlined. 

The most current intention of the program, the state and our country is to promote the development of 
new technologies. 

The concern is the recent large activity of ERP reservations from a single company whereas only a few 
months ago only a very few manufacturer products applied to a very few qualified recipients. Additionally 
these products are priced at significantly higher price points. 

Now that products are available to a larger quantity of participating recipients Attention is now being 
placed on the production of energy at installation sites and the method of rating products qualified for the 
program. 

Solution overview: 

Separation of wind into specific qualification categories. Currently a power/wind rating incentive applies 
equally to a vague range of installation sites regardless of the wind conditions. A turbine qualified at 2kW 
@ 2Smph and a turbine qualified at 2kW at 35mph apply to the exact same incentive regardless if either 
are installed in wind conditions substantially less than the rated wind speed. 

By defining wind categories and ratings based on qualified installed locations will strengthen the intended 
benefits of the program. A turbine should be qualified based on its location and based on the projected 
power production as applied to that location. 

Unfortunately wind experienced at a location can change dramatically from day to day less year to year. A 
qualified site today might not be qualified next week, however, relevance at the time of qualification and 
good history data should present a foundation for future expectations. we recommend the consideration 
of wind, product categories (wind zone categories) 

Wind zones specific to turbines in size and intended use can be created that build a foundation for 
qualifying the program as applied to specific expected conditions. Data is readily available for easy 
separation of these categories. 

California Wind Commission Workshop Docket Number: 02-REN-I038 
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•	 Micro wind - turbines under 500w or under a specific blade size, usually less than 48" (more 
appropriate) can only produce so much power and intended use is typically at ground level. 

•	 Low or small wind - Turbines again with a blade diameter under 70' and whereas the intended 
installation is under 50' fall well into this category. 

•	 Medium wind - installation sites well above 50', typically large pole mount, and with blade
 
diameters exceeding 70" typically apply to this category.
 

•	 High wind - greater than 5kW and installed on poles exceeding 100'. 

Special circumstances can apply to any category whereas local wind conditions at the intended site could 
be greater or lower than normally anticipated for the original category. A smaller turbine can be applied to 
a pole mount application and increase it's expected normal applied performance. The solution is a simple 
application exception request that can be accompanied with supporting data, installation details and wind 
analysis. 

Summary Conclusion: 

The ERP program was designed and is in effect today to: 

•	 make green energy available financially 

•	 create green jobs 

•	 promote green technology 

•	 make CA a green community 

•	 make green products accessible to everyone 

Until small wind products like DyoCore the program did not fully accomplish any of these objectives. 
Manufacturers like DyoCore are the core of the ERP intended results and DyoCore has demonstrated 
significant success in accomplishing the ERP objectives. 

Unfortunately without site qualifications any turbine can be installed in a location that does not meet the 
intentions of the ERP. If you create site specific guidelines and more specific product categories for 
incentive qualification you can distinguish between productive and non-productive installations. 

An incentive that varies based on the installed location and turbine size creates a powerful tool that 
maintains the direction of the program as designated. 

California Wind Commission Workshop	 Docket Number: 02-REN-1038 
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DyoCore notes from ERP workshop 

Presentation moderator - Anthony NG 

April 14, 2011 

1.	 Primary stated barrier and cause to suspension of the ERP; Rebate amounts applied for in 
reservations covered most and in some all costs of the systems resulting in systems being installed 
that could possibly have little owner vested interest in the success of the application. 

Response: 

This is a direct correlation with over inflated Industry pricing / overpriced products. ERP was 
projected to bring down costs. New tech is less expensive and opens doors for greater 
deployment. New technology and resources for manufacturerspresent lower price point 
advantages and in turn will drive down pricing - this in turn is a benefit to the program and its 
success. 

The program as it is priced today should remain the same and be atool to reward companies that 
maintain lower cost margin products and an incentive for larger turbine manufacturers to reduce 
highly over inflated price points. 

.Manufacturers already have tremendous pressure to assure the success their products as installed 
and spend considerable resources to assure installations meet expectations. 

2.	 It was presented that a $ per kWh produced annually could be applied. 

Response: 

If backed by an upfront incentive as applied to an annual objective it could be a good solution. 
However, we caution that any program with a spread out rebate structure will provide barriers to 
financing for product sales. If banks are unable to provide financing for installation of 
proposed/qualified systems due to lengthy repayment of their funds the sales agents will not have 
the resources needed to maintain growth within the market. 

A potential solution is the state initiates a direct funding incentive and provides the rebate based 
on pre-qualified conditions which then apply to a term loan or other method of payback over time 
that is funded through the existing program. 

California Wind Commission Workshop	 Docket Number: 02-REN-1038 
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3.	 Bergey presented that they, Bergey, are the only qualified product. Bergey presented that the list 
should be scrubbed. Mike Bergey is on the SWCC board and has already demonstrated extreme 
bias towards the industry - specifically towards "small wind". 

Response: 

All turbines installed in California by simple permitting standards have to present extensive 3rd 

party engineering, testing and performance proof prior to being issued a permit for installation. 
Even if a product acquires CEC listing, it will not be able to pull a permit until it can demonstrate it 
meets all the current applicable standards. 

Proper equality in listing should be given to all companies. Manufacturers should not hold 
positions that allow discrimination against other companies. Any 3r~ party certification body should 
be completely independent. To force companies to meet a standard that is enforced and managed 
by distributors directly is in conflict with the intentions of a fair program. 

The ERP does and should encourage tech and its continued development. We cannot simply 
dismiss new development of tech and remove these tools from the eligibility, this is completely 
opposite of the ERP program. Without encouragement and resources of new tech there will be no 
new tech. 

4. Listings at fixed wind speeds. It was discussed that turbines have arbitrary wind speed listings. 

Response: 

This is a valid point. Wind ratings are arbitrary and only effective if a turbine is installed in the 
rated conditions. This is highly unlikely. Most turbines will never experience the amount of wind 
they are rated for. 99% of the contributors to the program do not experience winds that most of 
the qualified products are listed at. 

Ratings should be based on realistic expectations as related to the specific install site. A turbine 
size and intended use is a great indication of its performance. 

Breaking up turbines into respective categories that label them for specific expectations and 
incentive consideration is a key method in the success of the program. 

S.	 Site wind analysis reporting 

Response: 

Education is a primary solution, a wind turbine needs wind, an unqualified location damages the 
success of the program, distributors and manufacturers. 

California Wind Commission Workshop	 Docket Number: 02-REN-1038 
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High variable wind conditions make it difficult to do site evaluate in dense areas most applicable to 
the majority 

Simple tools are fairly readily available for local area conditions through accumulated wind data but 
not always specific to a site. Possibly within several blocks and if specific to turbines than only 
applicable to 60' poles. Tools like Wind cad are very expensive and only applicable to larger pole 
mounted turbines. They have no relevance on low wind and the majority of intended applications 
in California. 

Large costs of formal assessments could be greater than the cost of the power benefit and possibly 
the cost of the system 

Qualified professional installers should be held accountable for bad decisions. Training and 
certification by the ERP or CEC will provide the resources for distributors to make smart installation 
decisions. 

Great source for residential and small commercial low wind analysis:
 
http://www.wunderground.com/wundermap/
 

6. Certification qualification for ERP inclusion 

Response: 

Limited and expensive resources towards 3rd party testing, standards have not yet been formally 
accepted towards certification, no current standard exists or is agreed upon within the wind field 
directly. But readily available professional and recognized 3rd parties exist and are already 
required prior to a permit or installation being done in California. 

Standards for safety already exist, are excepted by state codes and provide a solid foundation for 
qualification. Safety and quality should be the primary factor IEC standards present a very good 
guideline and 3rd party NRTl companies have done qualified testing for safety and engineering for 
years. 

The current CEC qualification does not need to be changed. Any CA city or community already has 
a very stringent installation/permitting process to assure safety and quality standards are met. All 
of which already highly exceed any state minimums. 

7. Combining solutions into the ERP (wind, solar, fuel cells) 

Response: 

California Wind Commission Workshop Docket Number: 02-REN-l038 
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Simple process for applying Additional Benefits to tie together wind, solar as a combined 
application. 

Separation of fuel cells that could substantially improve wind, solar performance. A direct 
incentive would encourage important tech development in this direction. Similar to solar now. 

8. Add a cost cap based incentive 

Response: 

Avoid cost cap, this encourages overpricing. Lower cost turbines move the market in the right 
direction holding manufactures to fair market prices. 

We appreciate your consideration in reviewing our comments towards your objectives in reinstatement of the ERP. 

Sincerely, 

David Raine 
CTO, DyoCore Inc. 
760-580-4271 
dave@dyocore.com 

cc 
Assemblyman Martin Garrick 
1910 Palomar Point Way, #106 

Carlsbad, CA 92008 

California Wind Commission Workshop Docket Number: 02-REI\I-1038 
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o www.dyocore.comjsphpblog_OS111iOdex.phprei'ltfY ~ entryl10fJ08-12015J 

Updated power curve I Solar add on overview 
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SolAir and Aurora http:Uwww.dyocore.com/sphpblog OSll/index.php?entry=entryl10130-214346 
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DyoCore's SolAir In conjunction with Power One's Aurora Wind line of Inverters provides an out of the box solution for the residential small wind customer. 
Optimization still needs a bit of 1V0rk but v..ith current technology it's a very close match. 

SolAir produces upwards of 300v DC. the Aurora peak input is 600v (5S0v max recommended by Aurora) with optimal input for peak conversation al 
approximately 250v. though a single SolAir still presents barriers due to the wide and quick variance of power created during turbulent v.ind conditions 
which are t/'le most common found in low wind residential applications, 3 or more units Is optimal and provide for the best connection start up and 
conversion results. 

Having enough wind. approximately 8mph annual conditions or greater, and optimizing the Aurora power curve for the specific install wind conditions is key 
to the success of efficient energy conversion. 

Pulling power from a turbine Is like applying the brakes to a car. It will both slow the momentum of the blades and create a delay in momentum to get bac\( 
to peak rotation. This combined with rapid changing ....~nd conditions is a difficult to manage combination. The aurora will mOderately apply the brakes. when 
pulling power, this causes the turbine to slightly slow. reduce VOltage output and allow the aurora to drop to a lower power cur\le setting then in tum taking 
off the brakes and allowing the turbine to catch up in momentum. When a power cUr\le is too aggressive or passive it could substantially accentuate the 
applied brakes or momentum required from brake recovery to catch back up to an optimized power conversion. This is most commonly experienced in the 
lower voltage/power curve settings. 

SolAir begins power conversion. in combination wit/'lthe Aurora, at about 160rpms or apprOXimately a consistent 11mph wind, applying the brakes too hard 
in this power range will prevent the SolAirfrom gaining higher rpm momentum. if the known wind conditions are lower, under tOmph annually, setting the 
first few power curve settings conservatively will allow the turbine available momentum to build up and maintain higher rpm and 'higher conversion 
efficiency. 

From our current in house testing we know the following: 

1. A single SolAir will start up the Aurora at a constant wind of approximately 11 mph or greater. Approximate RPM startup is 160rpm. Approximate voltage 
startup Is 50v 

2. Three SolAlr Solar Panels wired in Series are sufficient to keep tile Aurora on for several hours in daylight. Thay are not enough to start up the Aurora on 
their Own. 

3. Approximately 5 to 6 SoiAir Solar panels wired in series are required to provide sufficient power to start up the Aurora. 

4. An unlimited amount of SolAir units can be tied to lhe Aurora in Parallel configuration. 

5. Any configuration that has the potential to create more than 700v will damage the inverter. This would indicate that a maximum oi two SolAir units can be 
fed into the inverter in Series configuration. 
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Read Message Page 1 of 1 

Rick, 

Please feel free to call me on my cell with your questions. 

Unfortunately we've been kind of snowed under with processing module requests since around June. 
When I did this job from 2005-2007, we'd maybe get 20 to 30 module requests a month. Now we're 
getting around 200 per month (mostly from China). So Daria has trouble getting back to everyone 
individually. 

I'll be mostly around through the holidays and if you're working, please feel free to call me any time. I tried 
calling the number listed below, but got no answer. 

Thank you, 

Pete Baumstark
KEMA, Inc. 
cell: (408) 826-1435 

------- - ---_.- _.,-

From: Mashnlk, Daria 
sent: Thu 12/24/2009 10:35 AM 
To: Baumstark, Pete 
Subject: Please get back to this individual. I didn't have a chance yet. 

Pete 

Can you follow up with this person from Dyocore? I haven't had a chance yet. He e-mailed me twice. 
Thanks! 

Best regards, 
Daria S. Mashnik 

Energy Engineer 
KEMA Services, Inc 

hrtp://mail.dyocore.com/cgi-bin/inbox.exe?id=O14291e584ed276fd89c58cdbb9ff9fc7029&... 112212010 
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